
THIRD SPACE

A digital ecosystem for diverse US-China intercultural
exchange, skill-building and professional development



To support intercultural engagement that allows

diverse American and Chinese students to develop

knowledge of one another's languages and cultures,

cultivate core intercultural skills, and grow excited

about navigating diverse cultural contexts.





TWO CHALLENGES,
ONE SOLUTION
There is a disconnect between the formal way in which Americans
study Mandarin, and their lack of opportunities to practically apply
knowledge of Chinese in meaningful contexts.  American students
study hard, but do not integrate knowledge into practical pursuits.
This disconnect prevents many students from starting to study
Mandarin, and stunts the proficiency of those who do try to learn.

Meanwhile, Chinese students continue to feel disconnected from
their American peers, and because of this fail to develop nuanced
appreciation for American culture, language, life and values.

Third Space provides a supportive virtual environment- rooted in
research- where diverse American and Chinese students engage
interculturally. Through story-sharing, students pick up practical
knowledge of language and culture, and become skilled at the
process of engaging across linguistic and cultural lines.
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The Story Circle manual was commissioned by
UNESCO, an arm of the United Nations focused on
promoting world peace and international cooperation.
We are exploring a formal partnership with UNESCO.

The Story Circle methodology was created by leading
experts in the area of intercultural exchange, and is
employed in a variety of contexts all over the world. 

Our team spent three months piloting this initiative
with hundreds of Chinese and American students,
modifying the methodology to best serve the cultural
and linguistic skill-building goals of this community.
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Based on UNESCO (2020) methodology

we've tested the procedure below with 
 215 Chinese and American students,

tailoring it to best serve them

INTRODUCTION REFLECTIONFLASHBACKSSTORY SHARINGGET ACQUAINTED



we share a deep desire to hear 
from those with life experiences
different from our own, and learn
from this intercultural exchange

Curiosity 

Equality 

Subjectivity 

Empathy 

we recognize that our stories 
and perspectives have been 
shaped by our personal histories 
and cultural backgrounds

we welcome the opportunity
for all community members to
have equal status and opportunity 
to share and receive

we embrace the opportunity to
understand and share one
another's feelings, as a means 
of affirming our shared humanity 





Based on UNESCO's (2020) methodology

Two types of 
prompts



Critical Reflection 
An informal conversation centered around these questions:

• What are themes of the similarities and differences your group is sharing?

• What is your group learning about your own cultural backgrounds?

• What is your group learning about the process of intercultural engagement?

“What we say here stays here, what we 
learn here leaves here.”

Remember to honor confidentiality when we speak 
in the larger group. This involves asking before you 

share details (names, locations, etc) about somebody 
else’s story. We’re looking for analysis of themes.





Organizing around the 24 traditional
Chinese lunar periods ( )

We describe our bi-weekly Story Circles
after the lunar period that they fall within.

This offers an avenue for introducing an
aspect of Chinese language and culture
into the bi-weekly community event.

This also helps our students to keep track
of- and proudly promote- their recurring
attendance in our Story Circles.







Learning about culture?

Picking up language skills?

Forming friendships?

Listening-for-understanding





My team has developed channels
for promoting the initiative among
diverse college students on both
sides of the Pacific. 

All students with an internet
connection and passion can join
us, including many who cannot
afford an abroad program.

Story Circles scheduled at times
that accomodate diverse student
schedules. Students with jobs and
heavy course loads can partake.

Our virtual community is free and accessible to all students who can commit to doing
one Story Circle each month. It is designed to bring together diverse students to learn.





Getting students involved with the initiative. Maintaining community virtual platforms. Organizing community's recurring Story Circle events.

Diverse undergraduate and graduate student interns are
volunteering their time to build and maintain this virtual
community for intercultural engagement and skill-building.
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20 years old
from Evanston, Illinois
college sophomore 
interested in engaging
interculturally and
sharing her own voice.

based on interviews with over 
200 student supporters in Spring, 2020.

PARTICIPATE CULTIVATE SKILLS & CURIOSITY

JOIN
NOTICE VISIT



18 years old
from West Orange, NJ.
college freshman
studied Mandarin in high
school; now in college she
wants to use it to connect

based on interviews with over 
200 student supporters in Spring, 2020.

CULTIVATE SKILLS & CURIOSITY

JOIN
NOTICE

VISIT

PARTICIPATE



PARTICIPATE CULTIVATE SKILLS & CURIOSITY

NOTICE
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19 years old
from Zhejiang, China
college sophomore
interested in making
connections w/ more
domestic students

based on interviews with over 
200 student supporters in Spring, 2020.



Building a core coalition



05

University

professors

College

administrators

Likeminded

NGOs

02: Bottom up

Student clubs

01: Top down

End target:  Interested college students

03: Student driven Ambassadors New students

I have built a broad coalition of
students, professors and non-
profits to promote our efforts.



MATERIALS
01

02
ACTIVITIES

03
MEETUPS

04
EXPERTISE

05
COALITION



I will leverage my PhD background as an applied
linguist to assess the nature and outcomes of the
US-China intercultural exchange that we support.

This provides us with important generalizable
knowledge about how American and Chinese
colleagues work together most effectively. 

In addition to yielding publications, this research
will allow us to assess initiative outcomes, which
in turn will allow us to improve the program.


